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Crystallization kinetics of polydisperse colloidal hard spheres: Experimental evidence
for local fractionation

S. Martin,* G. Bryant,† and W. van Megen‡

Department of Applied Physics, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, GPO Box 2476V, Melbourne 3001, Australia
~Received 18 December 2002; published 27 June 2003!

We present the crystallization kinetics for two polydisperse hard-sphere particle stocks with differing particle
size distributions. One of the latexes had a relatively symmetrical distribution, the other had a more polydis-
perse distribution, which was highly skewed to smaller sizes. The emerging Bragg reflections from the crys-
tallizing samples were measured using a technique that provides improved statistical averaging over our
previous methods. It was observed that, for the more polydisperse particles, the onset of nucleation was
delayed by up to an order of magnitude in reduced time, and displayed qualitatively different growth behavior
compared to the particles with the more symmetric size distribution. Based on these measurements and time
lapse photographs, we propose a growth mechanism whereby crystallization occurs in conjunction with a local
fractionation process near the crystal-fluid interface, which significantly alters the kinetics of crystallite nucle-
ation and growth. This fractionation effect becomes more significant as polydispersity or skewness increases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over half a century ago Kirkwood@1# speculated that sys
tems with purely repulsive potentials would undergo a fre
ing transition. Subsequent computer simulations by Hoo
and Ree@2# showed that a system of hard spheres ha
solid-fluid transition with the now accepted freezing a
melting volume fractions of 0.494 and 0.545, respective
More recently, it was observed by Pusey and van Megen@3#
that colloidal particles used as model hard-sphere syst
exhibit the predicted phase behavior. Colloidal particl
manufactured with a diameter of about 0.5mm and a refrac-
tive index close to that of the suspending fluid, provide
ideal system for studying phase transitions, with visible lig
being the appropriate experimental probe. The size of
colloidal particles ensures that their motions are slow eno
to study in real time, and makes practical measurement
the crystallization kinetics, with colloidal crystals genera
taking anywhere from a few minutes to several days to gr
The crystalline phase observed in colloidal hard sphere
spectacularly opalescent, due to the presence of Bragg
flecting planes having spacings comparable to the wa
length of visible light. The planes have a stacking that
similar to a face-centered cubic~fcc! or hexagonal close
packed~hcp! structure with a high number of stacking faul
@4#.

There are two main spectroscopic methods that have b
used to measure the kinetics of solidification. Small an
light scattering@5–7# that measures the density fluctuatio
in the crystallizing sample, and Bragg crystallography. Cl
et al. @8# first made time resolved Bragg measurements fr
a single body-centered cubic~bcc! crystal of charged colloi-
dal particles. Subsequently Dhontet al. @9# measured time
resolved Bragg scattering in a slightly charged colloidal s
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tem, which exhibited many crystallites analogous to
atomic crystalline powder. This work introduced the ba
methods which subsequent experiments followed@10–18#.
These experiments all showed an initial period of rapid c
version of fluid to solid, followed by a decrease in the co
version rate at later times.

This led to work by several authors to study crystalliz
tion kinetics, particularly on hard-sphere systems. Des
the apparent simplicity of these systems, results from in
pendent experiments on samples made from different
ticles do not always agree quantitatively~for example, Refs.
@10,14,15# were studies performed under slightly differe
conditions and there are distinct differences among the
sults!. It has been suggested that some differences are du
the effects of gravitational settling, and consequently ti
resolved measurements have been made under microgr
conditions @12,15,16,19#. These measurements, as well
other results@20#, show that gravitational forces on the cry
tals do indeed influence the crystal structure. Compariso
kinetic data for a sample with and without the effect of gra
ity @16# shows that gravitational forces influence the grow
in the number and size of individual crystallites in a cryst
lizing sample. However, the total rate of conversion fro
fluid to solid within the sample shows no change in grow
rates or characteristic crossover times when the influenc
gravity is reduced~see Fig. 3 of Ref.@16#!. Thus gravity
alone is not sufficient to explain the significant quantitati
differences between the data in Refs.@10,14,15# and the re-
sults presented in this paper.

There is evidence from computer simulations and exp
ment that polydispersity has a significant influence on cr
tallization kinetics@21#. Monte Carlo simulations of Kofke
and Bolhuis@22# calculated a coexistence phase diagram
crystallization in polydisperse systems, which showed fr
tionation as a possibility. In the phase diagram produced,
polydispersity in the crystal never exceeds a value of'6%,
indicating the presence of an upper limit to the polydispers
tolerance in a single hard-sphere crystal. Experimentally,
loidal samples of binary mixtures~radius ratio 0.85! mea-
sured by Henderson@23#, suggest a preference for larger tha
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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TABLE I. Description of particles used in this study. In the text, samples will be referred to by their s
label (X or W) followed by the sample volume fraction in brackets.

Preparation reference Polymer Match temperature Mean core radiustb fmelting

~series label! ~nm!

XL60 ~X! MMA 16.9%TFEA 9° 300 0.586 0.552
WVM7 ~W! MMA 24.4%TFEA 24° 245 0.215 0.535
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average size particles in the forming crystals. These exp
ments also show that the inclusion of only a slight amoun
a second component slows down the solidification proc
@13#. Recent simulations and theory addressing this issue
clude work by Bartlett@24#, who has suggested that the fra
tionated crystal is the equilibrium annealed state in a po
disperse hard sphere system, Evans and Holmes@25#, who
predict that the mean size of colloidal particles incorpora
into a crystal is smaller than that predicted by equilibriu
calculations, and Auer and Frenkel@26#, who have demon-
strated that the presence of polydispersity leads to a m
mum in the probability of formation of critical nuclei as th
supersaturation is increased. There is a need for more ex
mental work to address the issues raised by these and re
works.

In this paper we present qualitative observations fr
time lapse photographs and detailed static structure fa
measurements from two different latexes with differing p
ticle size distributions. We then present data from time
solved Bragg scattering measurements on each latex. We
scribe a mechanism by which local fractionation of the flu
can account for the slowing down of the solidification pr
cess. We explain our observations by providing a model
which solidification proceeds in polydisperse colloid
samples via a fractionation process@27#. Some of the struc-
tural data has been presented elsewhere@28#.

II. METHOD

The particles used in this study consist of a copolym
core of methylmethacrylate ~MMA ! and tri-fluoro-
ethylacrylate~TFEA!. Different concentrations of TFEA give
different refractive indices of the particle core. The amou
of TFEA in the particles can then be adjusted, during ma
facture, to allow the particle cores to have the same ref
tive index as the suspension solvent,cis-decalin (n
51.483@25 °C), at a practical range of temperatures@29#.
The two latexes described here~labeledX andW) were made
so that their refractive indices match the solvent at temp
tures of 9 °C and 24 °C, respectively~see Table I!. To pre-
vent coagulation of the particles, a stabilizing barrier of po
12-hydroxystearic acid,;10 nm thick, was chemically
bonded to the surface. Samples will be identified by th
latex type, followed by the sample volume fraction in brac
ets ~i.e., X@0.55# denotes a sample of latexX at a volume
fraction of f50.55).

The mean particle core radius and polydispersity w
determined by the analysis of measurements of the scatt
intensity and apparent radii as functions of the angle as
scribed by Bryantet al. @30,31#. The size distributions for the
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two latexes are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1~a! shows latexX to
have a slightly negatively skewed distribution, which was
using a Weibull distribution@31#, with polydispersity s
'6.8%. For latexW, a single skewed distribution was insu
ficient, so a fit was made from a combination of two Gau
ian functions@Fig. 1~b!#. One withRav5245 nm,s54, and

FIG. 1. Particle size distributions from fits to dynamic and sta
measurements of dilute suspensions of latexes~a! X and ~b! W. At
least two fits were possible for latexW, both of which consisted of
a distribution around 245 nm and some component of much sm
sized particles. From other investigations of these particles@31#, the
continuous fit shown here is the most likely one to represent the
distribution within the sample.
5-2
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another very broad Gaussian encompassing particle s
,250 nm. It should be noted that this highly skewed~or
even pseudobimodal! distribution found for latexW is not a
unique fit @31#, but the results of both light scattering an
sedimentation studies suggest this to be the most likely
tribution.

These particles have phase behavior compatible with
of a simple hard-sphere system@3#. The hardness of the in
teraction has recently been confirmed by direct meas
ments @32#. From sedimentation experiments, the appar
melting and freezing volume fractions are identified and th
scaled to an effective hard-sphere volume fraction by sca
the measured freezing volume fraction to the theoret
value of 0.495. The effective melting volume fractio
fmelting can then be determined@3,33# ~see Table I!.

The spectrometer~Fig. 2! consists of a sample situated
a hemispherical glass vat, which containscis-decalin to pro-
vide index matching with the sample. The sample is illum
nated with collimated laser light (l5532 nm), which is
shaped through an aperture then aligned along the op
axis of the system by two adjustable mirrors. The hem
spherical vat, containing the sample, acts as a lens tha
cuses the scattered light onto two diode array cameras pl
on opposite sides of the hemisphere, at the focal point,
set at an angleu. In this work the angle was chosen so th
the detector window captures the interlayer~Bragg! reflec-
tion between close-packed planes. This reflection occur
qR'3.6, whereR is the average particle radius andq is the
scattering vector given by

q5
4pn

l
sinS u

2D , ~1!

wheren is the refractive index of the solvent. The detecto
are mounted on an arm that can be rotated about the op
axis of the system~shown by the anglew in Fig. 2!. At qR
'3.6, for the particles used here, each detector spansq
range of;3 mm21. Integration over the full Debye-Sherre

FIG. 2. Bragg scattering apparatus. Laser light is collimat
shaped, and aligned before being incident on the sample conta
in a hemispherical glass vat. The hemisphere focuses the scat
light to two charge coupled device detectors, mounted at oppo
ends of a rotating arm. The detectors are set at a desired scat
vector q, relative to the optical axis of the system~dot-dash line!.
The rotating arm is free to rotate around the optical axis~anglew)
in order to collect the full scattering from the Debye-Scherrer rin
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ring captures about 400 times as many crystal orientation
the ~more conventional! planar spectrometer. Of course, th
additional averaging over orientations could be achiev
more easily by rotating the sample about the vertical a
However, due to the extreme fragility of colloidal crystals,
is not desirable to rotate the sample. This method also all
for the observation of any systematic variations that mi
exist around the Debye-Scherrer ring. The apparatus h
facility for tumbling of the samplein situ, minimizing tem-
perature gradients and allowing data collection at the ear
possible times. A detailed description of the apparatus
been published elsewhere@17,18#. A limitation of the appa-
ratus is that the detectors can only be positioned to an a
racy of ;1°. To reduce the absolute uncertainty inq intro-
duced by this positional error, the maximum of the peak i
fully crystallized sample was measured, and this value w
compared to the angle measured from the same sample i
planar goniometer~previously used by Harland@10# and
Henderson@23#!, which has a more accurate angle measu
ment scale. Calibration of the data this way gives accurac
angle of ;60.1° ~corresponding toqR uncertainty of
60.01 within the range of the detector window centered
the main Bragg reflection!.

Time is expressed either in real time, or in units of t
Brownian time,tb5R2/Do , whereR is the average particle
radius of the latex being measured andDo is the free particle
diffusion coefficient. The Brownian times are given in Tab
I. Prior to measurement, each sample was tumbled at a
quency of '1 Hz to shear melt the sample. After a fe
minutes of this action, the sample appeared amorphous
showed no evidence of Bragg reflections. In order to ens
that no residual crystals were present, all samples w
tumbled much longer than this~several hours! prior to each
measurement. After tumbling was stopped, and the sam
was locked into a vertical position, 30 s were allowed for t
shear flows within the sample to dissipate. After this tim
we define timeto50, as the start of the experimental ru
Measurements of the scattered intensity were taken at reg
intervals up to a timet f ~corresponding to'60 h) for each
sample. Beyondt f , samples showed little change in th
scattered intensity. Moreover, up tot f there was no evidence
of sedimentation~see Sec. III for a discussion of gravita
tional effects!.

The method used to isolate the Bragg reflection from
scattered intensity is the same as that outlined by Harl
@10#, and subsequently adopted by a number of other auth
@14,15#. The Bragg reflection being studied is that due t
stacking of hexagonal planes~in crystallographic notation
the fcc~111! or hcp~002! reflection!. The structure factor
S(w,q,t), as a function of the angle around the optical ax
w, scattering vector,q and timet can be expressed as

S~w,q,t!5
I ~w,q,t!

I ~w,q,0!
Sp2y~q,t!, ~2!

whereI is the scattered intensity andSp-y(q,t) is the Percus-
Yevick structure factor. From Eq.~2!, the contribution to the
structure factor from the Bragg reflecting planes,Sc(w,q,t),
is isolated using
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MARTIN, BRYANT, AND van MEGEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 061405 ~2003!
Sc~w,q,t!5S~w,q,t!2bS~w,q,0!, ~3!

whereb is a scaling factor. The final structure factor pea
are fitted with Gaussian functions, from which the area un
the peak, peak width, and peak position are determined.
more details about the analysis see Refs.@10,17#.

Results presented are based on the average ofS(w,q,t)
around the Debye-Scherrer cone, i.e., by integrating ovew.
The area under the main reflection,X(t), hereafter referred
to as the crystallinity, is proportional to the amount of sam
in the scattering volume that has been converted to a Br
reflecting solid phase:

X~t!5E Sc~q,t!dq. ~4!

No attempt was made to normalizeX(t), which was calcu-
lated from the widths(t) of the Gaussian fit via

X~t!5A 2p

s~t!2
. ~5!

The average linear dimension of the crystals,L(t), is given
by

L~t!5
pK

sA2 ln 2
, ~6!

where K51.0747 is the Scherrer constant for a spheri
shaped crystal@34#. When the Bragg reflection is from th
close packed planes, then the position of the peak maxim
qmax(t) gives the volume fraction of the crystal phasefc(t)

fc~t!5
2@qmax~t!R#3

9A3p2
. ~7!

The scattering volumeV ~typically 600 mm3 but varying for
each run!, andX(t) along with the average linear dimensio
of the crystals can be used to calculate an estimate of
number of crystallites in the scattering volume,n(t):

n~t!5
X~t!V

L~t!3
. ~8!

The number of crystallites in the sample is expressed in
duced units of number density,N(t), given by

N~t!5
n~t!R3

V
. ~9!

III. RESULTS

A. Effects of gravity

Samples will be referred to by their series label~Table I!
followed by their volume fraction in brackets. We will beg
by addressing the gravitational issues. The particle Pe´t
value is given by Pe5ts /tb , wherets is the time for a free
particle to sediment one radius,ts5Uo /R, whereUo is the
dilute sedimentation velocity given by
06140
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whereDr is the difference in density between the partic
and solvent,g is acceleration due to gravity, andh is the
solvent viscosity. For latexesX and W the particle Pecle´t
values are 0.04 and 0.01, respectively. For a volume frac
of '0.5 we scale the sedimentation velocityU/Uo by 0.05
~from Fig. 8 of Ackersonet al. @35#! and scale the long time
diffusion D/Do by 0.01 ~from Fig. 8 of van Megenet al.
@36#!. The Pecle´t values atf'0.5, Pe(0.5), are'631025

for latexX and'1024 for latexW. In other words the effects
of gravity are insignificant compared to the dynamics of t
particles, so we can ignore the presence of gravity during
crystallization process. However, as mentioned previou
gravity has been shown to have a significant effect on
structure of grown crystals, so we also need to quantify
effects of the stress from viscous flows, through crystal se
mentation.

In consideration of this, we have used the same equat
as Zhuet al. @12# for calculating the critical radiusRcrit at
which viscous stresses applied by the fluid on a sinking cr
tal start to exceed the yield stress of the crystal and cau

FIG. 3. Structure factor peaks at timesto ~thin line! and t f

~thick line! for latex X at volume fractions~a! 0.53, ~b! 0.54, ~c!
0.55 and for latexW at volume fractions~d! 0.53, ~e! 0.54, and~f!
0.55. Atto the sample is still entirely in the fluid phase. At the en
of the experiment,t f , crystals have formed producing Bragg r
flections within the experimental window.
5-4
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FIG. 4. Scattered intensity over accessib
range for ~thin line! X@0.54# and ~thick line!
W@0.54#. All other volume fractions that under
went crystallization were similar. The vertica
lines show possible Bragg reflections, label
with both hcp and fcc notation. As can be see
latex X crystallizes with a random stacking o
close planes. The main peak for latexW lies be-
tween the peak from close-packed plan
@fcc~111!# and the hcp~101! peak.
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to break apart. We have used the result from Zhuet al. and
rescaled it for our values of particle radius, solvent dens
and Df5f f reezing2fmelting ~from Table I! to obtain esti-
mates of critical radii for our suspensions. The results giv
critical radius of'9.5h for latex X and '20h for latex W
(h, the characteristic gravitational length of the particl
being'9 mm for latexX and'19 mm for latexW). This
leads to an approximate size limit due to gravity of 85mm
for latex X and 380mm for latex W. Until observed crystal
lites start to approach these sizes in our samples, we
neglect the effects of crystal sedimentation from our analy
of the growing crystallites.
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B. Direct observations

There are upper and lower limits on the volume fracti
beyond which crystallization studies of the present samp
are no longer practical. The lowest volume fraction stud
for both the samples wasf50.52. ForW@0.52# crystallites
were visible, but there were too few crystals to obtain re
able averaging of the time dependent parameters. This pl
a lower limit on f for this study. Neither latex showe
growth of crystallites atf.0.56 over the experimental tim
frame. However, subtle shifts in the structure factor peak
late times showed evidence of restructuring taking place
the fluid in latexX. Note that the latex used by Harland@10#
al
FIG. 5. Structure factors measured for samples~a! X@0.53#, ~b! W@0.53#, ~c! X@0.55#, and~d! W@0.55# at 32 segments around the optic
axis w at timet f .
5-5
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MARTIN, BRYANT, AND van MEGEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 061405 ~2003!
~which had ; 5% polydispersity! showed homogeneou
nucleation up tofg'0.575. But, forf.fg , larger~hetero-
geneous! crystals formed~as shown in Ref.@37#!. These ob-
servations, combined with those of Hendersonet al. @38#,
show that crystallization of colloids atf near fg is ex-
tremely sensitive to polydispersity.

Samples of latexX and W show qualitatively different
modes of crystallization, and time lapse photographs can
viewed online@39#. We give a brief description here. In late
X at early times a large number of small crystallites app
uniformly distributed throughout the sample. As tim
progresses, these same crystals grow in size at approxim
the same rate to fill the entire sample volume. In latexW, at
early times, fewer small crystal regions are seen, scatt
randomly throughout the sample volume. These initial cr
tallites continue to grow rapidly to some maximum si
~within 2–3 h!. After this initial burst of crystallite growth,
more regions of small crystals are seen to form within
sample, which then also continue to grow. Other volu
fractions show similar behavior.

C. Final structure factors

Figure 3 shows the structure factors in the detector w
dow at timet0 ~sample still fluid! andt f ~at the end of the
experiment!. In latexX three distinct peaks are observed a
the main reflection~from the close packed planes! appears at,
or to the left of, the fluid peak. The interlayer spacing in t
crystallites is thus equal to or greater than the average s
ing of particles in the metastable fluid. The results of latexX
can be interpreted in terms of random stacking of hexago
planes@4,28#, i.e., a mixture of hcp and fcc. By contras
latex W shows only a single peak within the detector wi
dow, positioned at greaterq than the fluid peak. The eme
gence of only one very strong reflection in theW samples
indicates that the solid phase is ordered in one direction o

Both latexes were also studied on a planar crystalliza
spectrometer with greater angular range, and the results
shown in Fig. 4. Changing the particle-solvent contrast~by
means of temperature control! alters the particle form factor
This was used to highlight or hide intensity peaks by cha
ing the position of the minimum in the particle form facto
At no contrast were other reflections visible near the prim
peak in theW samples. At higher angles (qR.5), some
small reflections were seen, but were randomly scattered
could not be indexed to any specific crystal structure. N
that this spectrometer integrates over only;1° in w, so the
data is necessarily much less reliable than the data in Fig

The main peak for latexW lies between the peak from
close-packed planes@fcc~111!# and the hcp~101! peak. As a
pure hcp structure is never observed in colloidal syste
and there are no other ordered reflections, it is concluded
the main peak is from a stacking of close-packed planes,
is at higherqR than the expected value due to the lack
registration of the planes~for more detail see Martinet al.
@28#!.

Figure 5 shows the final crystal structure factors for b
latexes at two different volume fractions for the 32 angu
segments around the Debye-Scherrer cone. Figure 6 sh
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X, s, and qmax for the same samples as a function of t
position of the detector,w. From both graphs it can be see
that for latexW there is considerable variation with anglew.
From studying similar data for repeat runs on the sa
sample, it was determined that the variation was rand
This contrasts with systematic variations as a result of str
tural symmetry in the crystals that has been observed

FIG. 6. The variation in the peak parameters~a! X(t f), ~b!
s(t f), and ~c! qmax(t f) around the optical axis,w, for; X@0.55#
(3), X@0.53# ~squares!, W@0.55# ~diamonds!, and W@0.53# (1).
Datasets are offset on the vertical axis for clarity.
5-6
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CRYSTALLIZATION KINETICS OF POLYDISPERSE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 061405 ~2003!
Heymannet al. @14#. The large variation in the Bragg reflec
tions of latexW ~compared to the same volume fraction f
latex X), combined with the observation of only one Brag
reflection, confirms the picture of latexW forming a solid
phase consisting of unregistered planes. In a more ord
structure such as latexX crystals, there are more clos
packed planes for a given volume of crystallite, leading
the reduced noise seen in Fig. 5.

D. Time resolved quantities

Results for crystallinityX(t) are shown in Fig. 7. Quali-
tatively similar results have been obtained in other work

FIG. 7. CrystallinityX(t) as a function of reduced time. Th
peak area in theX samples has been normalized to the final value
the peak areaX@0.55#. The data for the latexW samples has bee
similarly normalized to the final value of theW@0.54# sample. Due
to the normalization, the absolute values ofX(t) for the X latexes
cannot be compared to those ofW latex. Figure 7~b! shows latexW
data on an expanded scale.
06140
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both Bragg~e.g., Ref.@11#! and small angle scattering~e.g.,
Ref. @6#!. The period of rapid conversion has been attribu
to nucleation and growth, and the late stage slow convers
to ripening. The crossover timetc

X between these two re
gimes is determined as shown in Fig. 8. Both the crosso
time and the time at which crystallites are first observed~the
first data points for each series in Fig. 7!, decrease with in-
creasing volume fraction in latexX. For latexW, the cross-
over time gets smaller fromW@0.53# to W@0.54#, and in-
creases again at the highest volume fraction, 0.55.
addition to these features, forX@0.55# and all threeW

f

FIG. 8. Graphical representation of the measurement of
crossover timetc for the crystallinity data,X(t). Linear fits are
made to the early rapid growth stage and the later, slower gro
stage. The crossover time is defined as the point where the two
cross. Equivalent characteristic times can be determined from p
of the average linear dimensionL vs time.

FIG. 9. Average linear dimensions versus time. Errors are
proximately the size of the data points.
5-7
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samples, a period of a slower conversion precedes the r
growth stage. This is highlighted in Fig. 7~b!, which shows
data for latexW on an expanded scale.

Figure 9 shows the average crystallite sizeL(t) as a func-
tion of time. As with the crystallinity data, the crossov
times tc

L separating different growth regimes, are identifi
~superscriptL denotes crossover time for the linear dime
sion data!. The striking qualitative difference between th
two latexes is thatL(t) increases monotonically for latexX,
whereas for latexW, L(t) reaches a maximum, then starts
decrease. This decrease is more significant at lower vol
fractions. From our earlier estimates of critical radius due
gravitational stresses, it is seen that the average crysta
sizes for all the samples are less thanRc with the exception
of X@0.52#, which reaches'Rc . Thus, for this sample, the
undulations seen in the data at long times may reflect
effects of gravitationally induced breakup of crystals.

Figure 10 shows the number density of crystallitesN(t)
@Eq. ~9!# as a function of time. The trend seen with latexX is
that the number of crystals starts to increase, then slo
declines after the sample sets into a ‘‘ripening’’ stage. La
W on the other hand shows the samples undergoing a r
increase in the number of crystallites present.

Figure 11 showsqmax(t) for the samples as a function o
time. The error bar on the final value gives the uncertainty
the absolute value ofq due to the angle calibration erro
~discussed in Sec. II!. However, the noise on the data poin
is insignificant. LatexX again shows behavior consiste
with that seen in previous studies@10#, which indicate that
crystallites expand with time. Crystallites in all latexW
samples remain more compressed relative to latexX.
W@0.54# and W@0.55# also show an initial increase inqR
~i.e., the degree of compression decreases before increa
again!.

FIG. 10. Relative number of crystals in samples. The numbe
crystals is calculated from the crystallinity data@Eqs. ~8! and ~9!#,
so normalization precludes a direct comparison between the a
lute values of the two latexes~see caption Fig. 7!.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The two latexes studied here show a range of differ
behaviors which need to be explained. In particular, we s
an explanation for the following.

~1! Why does latexW show strong crystallite formation
but no registration of planes~Figs. 3 and 4!?

~2! Why does latexW show evidence of multiple spawn
ings of crystallites?

~3! Why is the onset of crystallization of latexW delayed
relative to latexX ~Fig. 7!?

~4! How can the slow initial conversion rate seen for lat
W ~Fig. 7! be explained?

We first look back onL(t) ~Fig. 9! and the time lapse
photographs for a view of what is happening. From the p
tographs of latexW, we observed multiple spawning o
populations of crystallites at various stages throughout
experimental time frame. This is consistent with what is o
served with the maximum inL(t) seen for latexW in Fig. 9.
The initial crystallites in the sample grow rapidly and co
tribute to the increase in the average crystal size. These c
tals eventually stop growing and further crystals begin gro
ing at later times~when log10t is between 5.5 and 6!, thus
reducing the average crystal size. The behavior descr
here is most significant inW@0.53#.

For X@0.52# the maximum linear dimension is approx
mately equal to the calculated gravity limited critical radiu
We attribute the slight drop inL(t) at log10t'4.8 to this
effect. As the existing crystallites are unable to grow furth
there must be new spawning of nuclei in order to satisfy
equilibrium balance between the solid-fluid phases, lead
to the small drop in average size. As these new crystals g
the average size returns to the critical value. For this rea
we excludeX@0.52# in the following arguments and limi
ourselves to the other samples that are not affected by gr
tation constraints.

We propose an explanation for our observed results, c

f

o-

FIG. 11. Position of the maximum of the main Bragg reflecti
in units qR.
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sidering the particle size distribution of the samples. We
tribute the initial slow increase in crystallinity~seen in
X@0.55# and all latexW samples! to slow crystal growth
whose rate is limited by a fractionation process where
forming nuclei are ‘‘selecting’’ the particles to be include
for further crystal growth. Qualitatively, one expects that t
greater the polydispersity, the more rearrangement of dif
ent species is required to form a crystal with minimum stra
This is merely a generalization of the idea of demixing
species upon solidification of a binary mixture~see, e.g., Ref.
@24#!. This expands on ideas introduced in earlier experim
tal studies on binary mixtures with slightly different rad
@13,23,38#, and is consistent with previous simulation stud
on such mixtures@40#, which show that the path to equilib
rium in these binary mixtures requires local fractionation
species.

FIG. 12. CrystallinityX(t) and average linear dimensionL(t)
data for~a! X@0.53# @open squaresX(t), filled squaresL(t)] and
~b! W@0.53# @crossesX(t), squared crossesL(t)] over a decade in
reduced time. The crossover times for the crystallinity and aver
size occur at approximately the same time for theX@0.53# sample,
a trend seen in the other latexX samples. InW@0.53#, the maximum
in average crystal size occurs at the start of the rapid growth s
of the crystallinity. The inserted tables give the ratio of the cro
over times in the average crystal size data to the crossover tim
the crystallinity data. Only an approximate estimate can be m
for W@0.53# as there is no linear region. The maximum is therefo
taken as the crossover time.
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In the following we discuss the differences in the cryst
lization of the two latex species in terms of fractionation
segregation of species. Figure 12~a! shows behavior typica
of latex X; X(t) andL(t) both increase monotonically with
t in a qualitatively similar manner. The ratio,tc

L : tc
X , of the

crossover times from rapid to slow change, is close to un
~see inset!. We infer that conversion to crystal is dominate
by growth.

This behavior contrasts with that seen for latexW @Fig.
12~b!#. While X(t) still increases monotonically witht,
L(t) exhibits a maximum. Moreover, the time of the max
mum in L(t) approximately coincides with a minimum i
N(t), at least forW@0.53# andW@0.54#. Thus, the growth of
the properties of the Bragg peak reflects what is obser

e

ge
-
in
e

FIG. 13. ~a! Volume fraction for the samples measured from t
position of the main Bragg fcc~111! reflection. The final error bars
show absolute error due to calibration of the detector positions.~b!
The apparent volume fraction of theX samples, allowing the par
ticle radius to vary with time~see text!.
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directly; for t,tc
X crystallization@i.e., the increase inX(t)]

is dominated by nucleation or spawning of crystallites.
Equation~8!, used to estimate the number of crystals

the scattering volume, requires that we have the average
ume of the crystals, or̂L3&, approximating the crystallites to
be cubic in shape. What we actually measure from the Br
reflection is the average linear dimension,^L&, so what is
used in Eq.~8! is ^L&3. If all the crystallites in the sample ar
approximately the same size~as with the latexX samples!,
the two different measures are approximately equal. If th
is a distribution of crystal sizes~as with latexW samples!
^L3& can be up to two to three times greater than^L&3 @27#.
For this reason, it is not appropriate to assign too much
nificance to the subtleties of the data in Fig. 10. We note o
that for W@0.53# andW@0.54# the number of crystallites in
creases by more than an order of magnitude, which is
nificantly more than the estimated uncertainty in the quan

The apparent volume fraction calculated from Eq.~7! is
shown in Fig. 13. Figure 13~a! shows the volume fraction
calculated assuming a particle radius ofR5320 nm for latex
X @note that we do not apply Eq.~7! to latex W, as the
crystallite structure is less clear#. This value was determine
by letting X@0.55#, which appeared to be the best behav
sample, remain undisturbed for a week. Then the angle of
main Bragg refection was measured and the effective h
sphere particle radius was set so the volume fraction equ
0.55, as would be ideally expected for this sample. Using
value of R, the apparent final volume fractions of th
X@0.52–0.54# samples are of the order of 0.58, well abo
the expected value of 0.545 in equilibrium.

In order to explain this, we note from Eq.~7! that fc is
very sensitive toR. If we assume that the fractionation hy
pothesis holds, then we would expect the average radiu
the particles incorporated into the crystal phase to cha
with time. At early times, the value would be near the pe
of the distribution, as particles with smaller~or larger! than
average size are excluded. As the sample evolves, equ
rium would require that these particles must eventually
included in a crystal phase, and so the average radiu
particles in the crystallites would change. To explore th
Fig. 13~b! shows the calculated volume fraction of the cry
tal if the average radius used in the calculations is allowe
vary with time. The volume fraction is fixed at an initial an
a final value, and is allowed to vary with time between the
values, proportional to the cube of the average linear cry
size,L(t) ~Fig. 9!. The starting value is fixed atf50.595
~chosen as it is the approximate average value of the in
volume fractions of the crystal for all latexX samples calcu-
lated fromqmax with a radius of 320 nm!. The final value
was set at the expected crystal volume fraction from the id
hard-sphere phase diagram—0.545 for samples in coe
ence and 0.55 for the sample atf50.55. Although the ex-
perimentally measuredfm ~Table I! differs from the theoret-
ical value, the theoretical values have been used here
simplicity. The value chosen has little effect on the followin
analysis. For the fully crystalline sample,X@0.55#, the radius
used varied from 320–319 nm~i.e., little change!. For X
@0.53 and 0.54#, the average particle radius used varied fro
320–314 nm, and forX@0.52# the radius varied from
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324–321 nm. Note that the starting value is somewhat a
trary, and what is important here is the change inR needed to
arrive at the correct final equilibrium volume fraction.

These values of average radius needed to correctly pre
the final volume fraction support the fractionation idea. F
X@0.55#, most of the volume is expected to crystallize, the
fore most of the particles will need to be used. The drivi
force to crystallization is high, but the particles are close
packed; so, under these conditions, there will be less f
tionation during crystallization—most of the particles in th
distribution will be forced into the crystal phase and so t
average radius of particles in the crystallites will change lit
with time. In the other latexX samples, the average partic
radius must decrease with time to obtain the correct fi
volume fraction. At these lower volume fractions, the form
ing crystallites have more room to exclude the smaller p
ticles at the early stages of crystallization, so the aver
radius of particles in the crystallites is near the peak of
distribution. At later times, in order to achieve equilibrium
the smaller particle must be incorporated into the crystallit
so the average radius decreases.

It must be noted that relatively small changes in the rad
can produce large changes in the apparent volume frac
data and it would be possible to manipulate the data alm
in any way one desires. Despite this caveat however,
results of this analysis are suggestive. Combined with
other data presented here, it strongly supports the idea
local fractionation is taking place within the crystallizin
fluid as suggested from recent simulations@24#. However,
these results do not agree with the predictions of Evans
Holmes @25# that the crystal will be composed of smalle
than average sized particles. It appears from the results
that the crystallites begin their formation with average
larger than average sized particles, and smaller ones bec
incorporated into the crystal structure only later in the cr
tallization process.

Although it is inappropriate to conduct a similar analys
for latexW samples, the observations on latexW are consis-
tent with the idea of fractionation of particles within th
sample in order to form crystals. LatexW is the most heavily
skewed polydisperse particle used, so it takes more time
a nascent solid phase to select particles of compatible siz
start forming crystals, hence the longer waiting times bef
observable crystals form. The particles that are exclu
from these initial crystals will be redispersed in the regi
between the crystals. It is possible that these excluded
ticles may then start forming crystals themselves, but th
growth will likely be limited by the lower availability of
particles. This would have the effect of reducing the me
sured average crystal size~as seen in Fig. 9!. This effect is
most noticeable inW@0.53#, where there is less thermody
namic drive to crystallization, so the particles have mo
time to fractionate, producing a larger maximum size. T
fractionation, in turn, filters the fluid to some extent a
produces a further population of particles, which contribu
to a smaller average size at long times.

V. CONCLUSION

The results shown here indicate that the limitation on
maximum crystal size~when gravitational affects can be con
5-10
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sidered insignificant! and the presence of multiple popul
tions of crystals are due to fractionation of particles in po
disperse samples. This effect is enhanced where there
significant amount of skewness toward smaller than aver
sized particles in the distribution. Although the phase d
grams for samples with higher polydispersity or skewness
with lower volume fractions, require less total volume
crystallize, in order to form larger crystals, the local volum
around the individual crystals needs to be filtered to a s
able size distribution. The higher volume fraction samp
grow smaller crystals, so less filtering is required. The hig
driving force for nucleation, and therefore the higher dens
of initial nucleation sites in these samples, presumably
lows for particle selection on a smaller local scale, and
particle initially rejected from one nucleation site is likely
id

in

In
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be not far away from a compatible nucleation site. This m
also explain the tendency away from a coarsening proces
the higher volume fraction samples; the crystals forming
the local vicinity have average particle sizes different enou
to reduce the likelihood of combining with each other. Sim
plistic modeling of the apparent volume fraction data a
suggests a strong tendency for crystals to form from partic
at the larger end of the size distribution.
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